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Chao witness Shadow playing with unicorn and are interviewed.
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1 - shadows unicorn

Shadow: Oh what a cute widdle unicorn, yes you is!!! * sees camera* NOT A WORD.



2 - chaosky's interview

Chaosky: me, i think it was really messed up what he-- oops hes right be hind me... OH I HOPE YOU
DIDNT HEAR WHAT I SAID! oh yea... i think it was just totally messed up what shadow did. i mean hes
a bad guy in the HERO garden playing with a unicorn, and im a girl so i should know.



3 - bubbles interview

*crying* that was my unicorn and he was playing with it. he stolded it from mehe...
WHAAAAAAAAAAAAA!!!! thanx bye.



4 - chaokos interview

oh, me i think about what he did that its-- wait... what? oh sorry i dont think. sorry but i cannot answer
your question.



5 - charon

i just cant believe shadow would do something like that. i thought he was the coolest of the cool and the
bravest of the brave! oh, except sonic, but im so mad! i feel  like i worshipped him for nothing. GRR! hes
a disgrace to our kind! he better stay away from me or else!



6 - twinkle

he did that? oh. follow me. ill show you what he usually does all the time!
Golie jumps in- oh sonic its you i love you so much!
Sonic- sorry golie but im trying to interview twinkle
Golie- I WANNA INTEVIEW!



7 - skye

thats worse then hearing the time that chocola tried to jump off the cliff! i cant believe that shadow would
do that. or could i? what? oh well. doesnt matter. oh look a tree, get outa my way, tree. the tree needs to
watch where its going... or does it? never mind...



8 - marbles

what? we only talk about sanitary things here. sorry.



9 - baby chao Jizg

me: hey, lets interview the baby chao jizg. this will be funny!
Jizg: *crying* its too hard. im only a baby chao! dont talk about mean grownup things around me!
especially whatever we were just talking about. GO AWAY!!!!!!
me: lets run before he calls the cops.
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